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 [**Game Overview**]{} ***Gameplay*** The gameplay of the game offers a number of striking features. The racing
physics, robust AI and driver behaviour enable players to compete at a professional level for both the arcade and online modes.
In arcade mode, the driving physics are fully tuned and are nearly identical to the arcade version, but they have been improved

in several areas and tweaked to offer a tighter and more intuitive driving experience. Players can choose from five different
driving disciplines and view three cameras to provide multiple perspectives of a race, as shown in figure \[fig:preview\]. The
game uses a reactive driving model, which is dependent on the current car and weather conditions, providing a more realistic

feel. In online mode, a high-level AI driver controls a car and races the player. This game mode does not feature any manual or
automated assists and the vehicle automatically adjusts to the driving conditions. Players will be able to control the vehicle and

set all the available vehicle parameters, such as acceleration, braking and steering. The online mode also allows players to
choose from a number of cars, each with their own characteristics and set-up. ***Graphics and Engine*** The in-game

graphics of the game have been beautifully designed and bring a racing simulation experience to the PC. The graphics of the
game are set against a beautiful and detailed backdrop, while the distinct sound effects add an immersive and realistic feel to the

game. *Cartoon version* The cartoon version of the game has the same driving physics as the arcade version, with the player
being able to choose from three camera angles as well as view the race from a 3D cockpit. Players will be able to navigate the
track and perform all manoeuvres, while all on-screen actions, including braking, accelerating, drifting, drifting and drifting

back to avoid spinning out and avoid hitting walls and other cars, are managed using the mouse. *Advantages* The main
advantage of the game is its online multiplayer mode. The game has been designed with a fully online multiplayer mode that

allows players to compete in races online against a global online leaderboard. The game features a variety of robust set-up and
gameplay options, including the ONLINE MODE that allows players to enjoy smooth online versus matches with rivals from all
over the world. A certain number of races can be unlocked to increase the amount of online races available and players can play

with friends and/or random strangers 520fdb1ae7
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